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Assessment Tests Analyzed - (Math)

ADAM K- 7

ADAM K-7

Diagnostic Assessment and
Progress Monitoring Report

Here is the front cover of
what the test results will
look like.

Detailed Report
ADAM (Adaptive Diagnostic Assessment of Mathematics) K-7
ADAM K-7 is Let’s Go Learn’s newest assessment built upon the OAASIS II platform. It takes
individualized student assessment to a new level by using more sophisticated algorithms that
adjust to student responses in real-time. Furthermore, the fundamental design of ADAM departs
from political conventions of defining mathematics tests primarily by accountability definitions.
ADAM K-7, while covering the 5 strands of NCTM and National Common Core Standards, uses
instead a 44 sub-test model for diagnostic assessment and progress monitoring. These sub-tests
represent 44 linear skills that make up K-7 mathematics. The other important feature of ADAM
K-7 is that it has built-in progress monitoring. Individual strands (Numbers & Operations, Measurement, Data Analysis, Geometry, Algebra) can be assessed individually for targeted progress
monitoring. This fundamentally expands the scope in which ADAM K-7 can be used.
TM

Confidential Student Information
Student: Dwight Soe
Assessment Date: 05/29/2012

You will see the “version”
of the test...in this case
“ADAM K-7.”
This beige paragraph is
worth a read through.
It talks about how the
test is “adaptive” (questions get harder or easier
depending on student’s
progress) AND what the
measurement constructs
are below.
You will see the student’s
name, date they took test,
grade, and age.

Grade: 5.9
Age: 11 yrs 1 months

www.LetsGoLearn.com -

help@letsgolearn.com
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Here is the first page of
the report.
A summary overview of
performance.
This graph offers some
general insight into the
student’s mastery level.
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The following pages will
show a more detailed
breakdown of subtopics
and subskills.
NT = not tested
(either because it was
too easy or too hard)
+ means tested & mastered for grade level
- means tested & they
need help there
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The following pages (pictured) are more breakdowns of specific areas of what was tested.
+ = mastered
- = need help
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DOMA PRE-ALGEBRA
Here is the front cover of
what the test results will
look like.
You will see the “version”
of the test...in this case
“Pre-Algebra”

You will see the student’s
name, date they took test,
grade, and age.

This blue paragraph is
worth a read through. It
talks about how the test is
“adaptive” (questions get
harder or easier depending on kid’s progress)
AND what the measurement constructs are below.
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Here at the top
is an overview of
the kid’s performance on the
different skills.
Full green circle =
mastery
Half yellow circle =
partial mastery
Red open circle =
needs help

Then below is each
concept broken
down even more
specifically.
nt = not tested
(either because it
was too easy or too
hard)
+ means tested &
mastered
- means it was
tested & they need
help there
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Full green circle =
mastery
Half yellow circle =
partial mastery
Red open circle =
needs help

nt = not tested
(either because it
was too easy or too
hard)
+ means tested &
mastered
- means it was
tested & they need
help there

These assessment tests can show you exactly where to focus for reinforcement!
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DOMA: ALGEBRA
Here is the front cover
of what the test results
will look like.
You will see the “version” of the test...in
this case “Algebra”

You will see the student’s name, date they
took test, grade, and
age.

This blue paragraph is
worth a read through.
It talks about how
the test is “adaptive”
(questions get harder
or easier depending on
kid’s progress) AND
what the measurement
constructs are below.
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Here at the top
is an overview
of the student’s
performance
on the different
skills.
Full green circle =
mastery
Half yellow circle =
partial mastery
Red open circle =
needs help

Then below is each
concept broken
down even more
specifically.
nt = not tested
(either because it
was too easy or too
hard)
+ means tested &
mastered
- means it was
tested & they need
help there
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Full green circle =
mastery
Half yellow circle =
partial mastery
Red open circle =
needs help

nt = not tested
(either because it
was too easy or too
hard)
+ means tested &
mastered
- means it was
tested & they need
help there

These assessment tests can show you exactly where reinforcement is needed!
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